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yandex is one of the largest providers of the search engine services, including its mapping, transit,
and messaging services in the russian-speaking countries. its name is russian for "you are the

direction." it includes voice, messaging and online searching services. operating system: windows,
linux, os x, ios, android, others github is the world's most popular git repository hosting service. its

an online version of git that makes contributing to open source projects easier. it also lets developers
work together more easily, by encouraging collaboration through issue tracking and other services.

operating system: windows, linux, os x, ios, android, others citrix xenapp is a virtual desktop
application service that lets users access applications and data from a windows operating system

from anywhere in the world. it's a software application that creates a virtual desktop in a window on
a user's computer, such as a mobile phone or tablet. operating system: windows, linux, os x, ios,

android, others the open web application security project (owasp) is a non-profit organization
focused on developing best practices for application security. the software developers, it

professionals, system administrators and web developers who join owasp and help to develop its
guidelines, reviews and tools help secure the web. operating system: windows, linux, os x, ios,
android, others bittorrent is a peer-to-peer file sharing protocol that was designed to be very

efficient, with the ability to work on a network with high latency and low bandwidth. it's a free peer-
to-peer file sharing application that is available on most operating systems. operating system:

windows, linux, os x, ios, android, others
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